
Chaplin Elementary School Life and Learning Skills 
 
Critical Thinking and Problem Solving: Using your mind to look for multiple ways to respond to a 
challenge, and considering ideas carefully and in depth. 
 
Collaboration and Communication: work together and respect others using speaking and listening 
skills  
 
Listening: active process of receiving and responding to directions and instructions for the purpose 
of learning.  
 
Social Responsibility: Develop adequate life and learning skills in regard to showing respect and 
taking responsibility for your words and actions as they affect the larger community. 
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Critical Thinking 
and Problem 
Solving 

Creates and uses 
alternative strategies 
to solve problems 
independently. 
Models and facilitates 
problem solving with 
others. 
 
 

Creates and uses 
alternative strategies 
to solve problems 
independently. 
Analyze, synthesize, 
interprets 
information to draw 
conclusions and 
reflect critically.   

Tries more than one 
strategy to solve a 
problem with teacher 
support 

 
 

Moves to another 
activity when 
confronted with a 
problem. Imitates 
other child's or 
repeats own strategy 
to solve a problem. 

 

Collaboration 
and 
Communication 

Speaks and shares 
thoughts with the 
class consistently.  
 
Supports the efforts 
of others in a 
partnership/group 
consistently.  

Speaks and shares 
thoughts with the 
class often.  
 
Supports the efforts 
of others in a 
partnership/group 
often. 

Speaks and shares 
thoughts with the 
class some of the 
time or when 
prompted.  
 
Supports the efforts 
of others in a 
partnership/group 
some of the time. 

Speaks and shares 
thoughts with the 
class rarely.  
 
Supports the efforts 
of others in a 
partnership/group 
rarely. 

Listening Helps others 
understand directions 
or thoughts.  

Uses self-help 
strategies based on 
what was heard.  

Needs to be reminded 
to follow directions.  

Rarely follows 
directions.  

Social 
Responsibility 

Consistently accepts 
responsibility for 
actions and treats 
others with respect. 

Usually accepts 
responsibility for 
actions and treats 
others with respect. 

Inconsistently accepts 
responsibility for 
actions and often 
needs to be reminded 
to treat others with 
respect. 

Rarely accepts 
responsibility for 
actions and is 
disrespectful to 
other.  

 


